
Title: The Last Dance
Logline: Two sisters. Two hours. Will they make the final show?

Act 1:
- Show them growing up together, (possibly a montage) and establish their sibling

relationship
- Show the older sister helping the younger sister with dance (she is the assistant

teaching), to establish her as the main character
- They have danced at the same studio for years, but this year is different because the

older sister is leaving for college
- Emma is supposed to dance with Daisy just for the duet she choreographed her
- It's a few months later and the recital is rapidly approaching
- Establish their separate lives, Daisy is in elementary school, and watches videos of her

sister dancing, and admires her, bubbly personality
- Emma is more serious, and is focused on her schoolwork, opposite personalities
- It’s the day of the recital and Daisy leaves early so the younger kids can practice more,

(Daisy is in multiple dances, and one is a duet with Emma) and Emma is going to meet
them closer to showtime

- In the morning of the
- Emma is driving to the show, but her car breaks down on the way

Act 2:
- Emma faces continuous obstacles to get to the show on time
- Her car breaks down on the way to the show
- But shortly after her car breaks down, and the show is starting, causing everyone to

silence their phones to enjoy the show
- She tries to call her parents, but they are watching the show, and the audience of the

film will see her notifications showing up, but the parents are oblivious
- Daisy is in costume peeking out from the behind the curtain, scans the audience for her

family, she's her parents, and the seat next to them where Emma is supposed to be is
empty

- Emma: she calls the tow truck, to come but they are taking forever, they finally show up,
but they take her to the tow truck place, and she has to wait again for an uber

- Daisy is panicking behind stage, and is worried while stretching
- They close off the roads for the dance show and the uber says this is the furthest I can

drop you off you have to get there from here
- She runs to the dance show

Act 3:
- Daisy is next to perform, and waiting right behind the curtain
- Emma sees the theater, right when Daisy goes on stage
- Emma walks in and sees Daisy onstage, and smiles because she remembers all the

steps on her own



- Emma walks in and takes her seat while Daisy is performing
- Daisy completes her dance flawlessly
- Ending scene: Daisy walks out from backstage to meet the family in the lobby, and is

surprised to see Emma standing there with flowers
- They hug and Emma tells her that she can do this without her here (because she is

leaving for college)


